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the other character, a dhobi, is not there when the mob arrives. the mob kills the driver by taking
him out of his car and they drag him to a place far away from the building in which dhobi lives. its
very similar to how the gandhis of india were murdered by the pakistan army. meanwhile, the mob
continues to torture and harass dhobi. the mob keeps on bringing in more people to threaten and
torture. the dhobi family has to decide whether to let the mob continue to terrorise them or to stand
up and fight back. its after this that you get the full power of emotions. the mob is large, but the
whole town is on dhobi and the family’s side. the direction of the film is akin to a typical bollywood
film in the sense that it follows a traditional storyline. we follow protagonists and antagonists from
the film, and, in some cases, even the antagonists are protagonists. jrmes analog and digital camera,
as well as the dp and cinematographer, add a handcrafted feel to the whole project. but after a
while, the novelty wears off, and the film starts to feel like any other snowboarding film: slick, smug,
and utterly generic. its the addition of character and emotion that will bring the film to life. thats not
to say jrmes latest effort is a bad film. far from it. there are many things to love about zabardast. the
cinematography is outstanding. zabardast captured the lush beauty of the winter mountain
landscape. the soundtrack, by real music duo jeff rome, adds to the overall mood of the film and
allows us to feel a more emotional connection to the characters. jrmes exploration of snowboard
culture and self-awareness of his own life, with its layering of comedic moments and heavy moments
of introspection, also makes the film great fun to watch. if anything, zabardast is a testament to the
kind of inspiration jrme can give to a project. jrme has never been one to be content with the status
quo. im always interested to see where he will go next. this is a film the die-hard jrme fan will love.
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its the story of terror and survival that grips you to the core. and, we are not a few minutes into the
movie when the unease sets in. what happens next is a real treat. a tour de force of acting and

stunts, zabardast is a must watch for everyone, especially, if you like your thrillers violent. midway
through the movie, as you go through your own personal hell of fear, you ask yourself and need to

know.what is the meaning of the fear? people have become very easy with their lives. they no longer
face danger or extreme situations. the past few years have given you the normal life, no matter

what, you must put yourself in the line of danger. so, the fear is your innate sense of caution. this
fear is necessary, but what happens when the fear is controlled by another power. what happens

when the power is the mob, as evident in the movie? the movie, similarly, shows how the mob is not
just a bunch of small criminals. this mob is as dangerous as the government you hate the most.

make no mistake, we are not talking about a few corrupt policemen and corrupt bigwigs. those guys
are nothing compared to the mob that you face if you do something that will not line their pockets.

this fear came about because of a few people in history who have protested the powers of
governments. king phillip ii of spain, queen elizabeth and now prime minister narendra modi have all
been attacked in very violent ways. the common man has become a victim of this fear. when a few
can rule, rule arbitrarily and violently, the fear of the common man is justified. in zabardast, there
are two ordinary men. one, a dhobi and the other a driver. both of them face the evil mob on their

own. the latter was a driver and he would be given a random task on all sundays, he has to wash the
car. the mob knows that dhobi lives in one building, with some women. this time, he is asked to drive

a particular mob member, who has a car accident and enters the hospital. 5ec8ef588b
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